In this paper we show that the connectivity of the kth power of a graph of connectivity m is at least km if the kth power of the graph is not a complete graph. Also, we. prove th at removing as many as k -2 vertices from the kth power of a graph (k ;;. 3) leaves a Hamiltonian graph, and that removing as many as k -3 vertices from the kth power of a graph (k;;' 3) leaves a Hamiltonian con nected graph. Further, if every vertex of a graph has degree two or more, then the square of th e graph contai ns a 2-factor. Finally, we show that the squares of certain Euler graphs are Hamiltonian.
Introduction
We use the notation and terminology of [11] I, with the terms "point", "line", and "cycle" replaced by vertex, edge, and circuit. Further, we denote the set of edges of a graph G by E(G). We follow the practice of representing a path by the sequence of vertices of the path. To distinguish between a path (circuit) p and the graph whose vertices and edges are exactly those of p, we denote the graph by /p/, and we call the graph a pathoid (circuitoid). We denote the distance between two vertices a and (3 in a graph G by dc;(a, (3), and we denote the degree of a vertex a in G by vc;( a). The undirected edge joining vertices a and {3 is denoted by (a, (3) or ({3, a) interchangeably.
Given an integer k ;;;. 1, the kth power Gk of a graph G is a graph with V( Gk) = V (G) and 
Connectivity
Our first two theorems give useful information about a property of raising a graph to a kth power and the structure of a graph once the operation has been carried out. The first theorem is an easy consequence of the definition of power of a graph.
THEOREM 1: Let G be a graph and let k = mn, where m and n are both positive integers. Then Gk= (Gm)n.
We will use this theorem to show that the next theorem is best possible. The connectivity K(G) of a graph G is the minimum over all pairs a, {3 of distin ct vertices in G of the maximum number of distinct internally disjoint [a, ,B]-paths in G. Since raising a graph G to the power k usually increases the number of edges present, it is not unreasonable to conjecture that Gk has higher connectivity than G has. Thus, AMS Subject Clrusijicati .. " 0540 .
• THEOREM 2: Let G be a finite graph, and let k be a positive integer. Then 
Theorem 2 is best possible in the sense that additional conditions are needed to improve it, as the following examples show. If P is a pathoid with n vertices, if g € V(P) and has degree 1, and if r is a positive integer less than n, then g is of degree r in pro Thus, by Theorem 2, pr has connectivity exactly r. Given positive integers k and m, and given n ~ km + 1, let P be a pathoid of length n-l. Then (pm)k=pmk by Theorem 1, and so it is a graph of connectivity km which is the kth power of an m-connected graph. Finally, let CIl be a circuitoid with n vertices. Let m > 0 and even, and let k be a positive integer and n be an integer no less than km + 1; then c\~rn)/2 = (C;;'/2) k and is a minimally km-connected graph which is the kth power of a minimally m-connected graph.
,-Hamiltonian Powers of Graphs
Following [4] Suppose th e le mma is true for all trees T' with IV(T') I < q, and let T be a tree with q vertices which satisfies the conditions of the lemma. Let T " T2,. . ., Tr , r ~ 1, be the f sections of T for -which V(T;) -A ¥-Ij>, and suppose 1) E V(Tr). Since a path which is which is A-joined to ~ by assumption. In tree T;,
Since T is a tree , there is a unique [~, 'YI ,2 ]-path a in T, and 'YI, I is the only vertex in 
THEOREM 3: Let T be a finite tree, let k be an integer no less than 3, and let A ~ V (T). Suppose T has no (A, k)-solid paths. Then Tk -A is Hamiltonian connected.
PROOF: The theorem is clearly true for a tree with 1 or 2 vertices, and it is vacuously true for a tree with no vertices. Suppose the theorem is true for every tree with fewer than q vertices, and let T be a tree with q vertices. By Lemma 3, we need only show that, for any two distinct vertices which are not A-joined in T, Tk -A contains a Hamiltonian path joining them_ Let ~ and YJ be two vertices of VeT) -A which are not A-joined. Let a be the [~, YJ]-path in T and let a €l{a) -A.
Let the components of T -a which contain vertices not in
A be C h • • . , C r, with ~ E V (C d and
YJEV(C r ).
For iE{2, 3, ... , r-l}, let Pi be a vertex of Ci-A which is A-joined to a in T. Let PI =f If there is a vertex of Cr-A other than YJ which is A-joined to a, let pr be such a vertex, and if YJ is the only vertex in Cr -A, let pr = YJ. Otherwise, let pr be a vertex of Cr -A which is A -joined to YJ.
For i E{2, 3, .. . , r -I}, let 8i be a vertex of Ci -A other than Pi which is A -joined to Pi (if no such vertex exists, let 8i = Pi). If there is a vertex of CI -A other than ~ which is A -joined to a in T, let 81 be such a vertex, and if ~ is the only vertex in CI -A, let 81 = f Otherwise, let 81 be a vertex which is A -joined to f Let 8r = YJ. By these choices, ~ is the only vertex not in A which can be on the path of T joining 81 and a, and YJ is the only vertex not in A which can be on the path of T joining a and pr.
Each component Ci is a tree with fewer than q vertices. Further, since T contains no (A, k) -solid paths, Ci contains no {A, k)-solid paths, for each i. Thus the theorem holds for each tree Ci, and q -A contains 8. Hamiltonian [Pi, 8i] -path Pi .
We note that in a tree S with no (A, k)-solid paths, if p is a path for which {F{p), L{p A proof by construction for the next theorem was recently published in [1] . However, the following proof is belived to have points of sufficient interest to warrant its publication. Recall that if p is a path, then /pl is the graph whose edges and vertices are precisely those of p. The following example shows that Theorem 4 cannot be strengthened to the level of Theorem 3, and Corollary 3A is best possible in the usual sense. In the tree T shown in figure 2A , the five vertices surrounded by the dashed curve are the vertices in A, and k = 7. T1 -A is shown in figure   2B . In T, a and {3 are A-joined, but it is easily shown that in T7 -A, there is no Hamiltonian [a, {3]-path ('Y would have to be both the successor of a and the predecessor of (3 in any such path).
The following corollary provides a slight weakening of the conditions of Theorem 4, with a corresponding weakening of the conclusion: 
is (2K(G) -2)-H amiltonian.
I suspect that Conjecture 3 does not hold (although it is valid if G is a circuitoid). However, the following weaker theorem was recently proved [3, 14] : THEOREM: Let G be a graph with K(G) ~ 2 and with at least 4 vertices. Then G2 is J-H amiltonialJ.
Squares of Graphs
The set of all vertices of G having degree k is denoted by Vk (G). A caterpillar is a tree T such that T -VI (T) is a pathoid or the empty graph. A 2Jactor of a graph G is a sub graph H of G such that V(H) = V( G) and every vertex in H has degree 2.
In contrast to the situation for higher powers of graphs, we do not yet know which graphs have Hamiltonian squares. Neuman [16] has characterized those trees for which a Hamiltonian path joining two specified vertices will exist in the square of the trees. An easy consequence of his ~haracterization is the following result:
THEOREM 5: The square of a tree is Hamiltonian if and only if the tree is a caterpillar with at least 3 vertices. 2 H. Fleischner [6, 7, 8, 9] has proved that the square of a block is Hamiltonian, and he has characterized those cubic graphs with Hamiltonian squares [5, 10] . A few other more special results are known. The remainder of this paper contains two further theorems connected with the problem of determining which graphs have Hamiltonian squares.
If 5 (K1,3) is an example of a graph whose square does not contain a 2-factor). In this connection, the following theorem is of interest. Given a path p, the internal vertices of p are the vertices in I (p). We denote the degree in G of a vertex { by vd 0 . THEOREM 6: Let G be a graph with minimum degree at least 2. Then G2 contains a 2factor.
PROOF: By Theorem 5, it is sufficient to find a spanning forest in G in which each tree is a caterpillar with at least 3 vertices. We note first that since G has minimum degree at least 2, eac h component of G contains at least 3 vertices, and a longest path in G must have length at least 2. (1) h is a subsequence of e, where both hand e are denoted by a sequence of vertices; (2) the root 1/; of each tree T; is adjacent in G to its two neighbors in h; and mark precisely that occurrence of {in e for which '1'(0 is a neighbor of { at that location in e. Form h from e by deleting all unmarked vertices in e. This choice of h satisfies condition (1) of the theorem.
Since we left in h one occurrence of each of the distinct vertices in e, and since V(e) = V( G), V(h) = V(G). Note that the unmarked vertices of e are all in the forest G -V2(G). Two vertices of G -V2(G) which are successive in e and are adjacent in that subgraph are in the same tree T j • Hence one is the second vertex in the path joining the other to 1/i, so that one of them is necessarily ' marked at that part of e. Thus no two successive vertices in e are both unmarked, and for every section w , X of h, there is at most one vertex between wand X in e at the corresponding location in e. Since e is a trail in G, dc;(w, X) ,;;; 2. Thus , h is a Hamiltonian circuit in G2. Let G be a graph whose square is Hamiltonian, let h be a Hamiltonian circuit in G, and let A be an edge of G in h. Let ~ be one of the ends of A. Further, let HI and H2 be disjoint caterpillars disjoint from G, and let TJi be a vertex of degree no more than 1 in Hi -VI (Hi), for i € {l, 2} (if Hi has only two vertices, let TJi be one of them). Form a graph M from HI and G by identifying TJI and~. Then M2 Now let G and H be disjoint graphs such that G2 and H2 are both Hamiltonian. Let A be an edge of G incident with a vertex ~ and in a Hamiltonian circuit g of G2, and let JL be an edge of H incident with a vertex TJ and in a Hamiltonian circuit h of H2. Form a graph P from G and H by identifying ~ and TJ. Then p2 contains a Hamiltonian circuit as indicated by the wavy and dashed curves in figure 5.
Theorem 7 describes many edges of G which are included in a Hamiltonian circuit of G2, where G is an Euler graph in which G -V2 (G) is a forest. In view of the techniques described in the pre· ceding three paragraphs, Theorem 7 can thus be used to show many other graphs have Hamiltonian squares.
An Euler graph G whose square is not Hamiltonian is shown in figure 6 . It is easy to see that any Hamiltonian circuitoid in G2 must contain edges joining a vertex other than a cut vertex of G of each of the small triangles TI , T2 , T3 , T4 , and T5 to one of a or f3. Thus one of a or f3 must meet three edges ---,.. G H
FIG.URE 5
of the Hamiltonian circuitoid, which is im possible. I sus pect that the graph of figure 6 is the smallest Euler graph whose square is not Hamiltonian (size being measured in number of vertices or number of edges).
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